Regal Folder/Gluer

Since 1993 this Moll Folder/Gluer has been the most popular piece of machinery we have to offer. Printers, Trade Finishers, and Binderies alike find this system fulfills all the needs of the ever changing demands of your customer and folding formats. The long in-feed and belt section allows forming, folding, taping, and inserting.

Features:

- 30” wide format
- Buckle Fold Plate with removable ribs and an all stainless steel back plate to eliminate marking and static build-up
- Tipper Fold Plate with dual anti-marking rollers which allow for heavier stocks to be folded
- Built in sheet spacer, batch counter, DC controls and more
- Equipped with two and three inch wide drive belts on top of removable filler pans
- All Belt drive
- Optional bottom fold plate
- Dual pump system
- Dial-A-Stack